With the majority of schools closing across the country, it is essential to keep communication lines open and find ways to connect and engage teachers, administrators and families. Key decisions will have to be made around when the best time will be to bring everyone back, how that is going to happen, and who needs to be involved. Stay engaged with teachers, parents and students with the Rave emergency connect solution — reliable, easy-to-use and efficient.

Internal Communications. Customize and share content about the latest developments of the coronavirus pandemic through email, voice calls, social media or text. Extend your notification system and provide a gateway of communication for clear and trusted updates around where you stand within your response plan.

Fast, Effective Response. Keep students and staff safe, informed and in control with clear communication of an emergency to 9-1-1, on-site personnel and first responders. The Rave Panic Button is trusted when seconds count to start the workflow of response from the initial seconds of a fire, active assailant, medical emergency or more through resolution.

Administrative and Teacher Conferencing. Setup conference bridge calls across administrative levels and departments to instantly connect your workforce that may not be accustomed to working remotely. As schools look to reopen, quickly bring key personnel together to talk about next steps and finalize action plans.

Automated Health Checks and Dynamic Polling. Checking on the health status of your students and staff? Providing food or resources to students in need? These are your coronavirus response options to bring students and teachers back to school safely and staff ongoing initiatives with healthy employees. Polling allows you to engage with your school and target messages based on individual responses with instructions or resources to those who may be in quarantine or experiencing symptoms.

Reliable Updates for All. Keep everyone informed of continued school closures, travel bans or cautions, and quarantine situations in a matter of seconds. Provide continuous updates on available resources and securely deliver documents, such as report cards or progress reports. Communicate with traveling teachers and families to keep them up to date on what is going on back home.
With Rave, we have a powerful and versatile tool to keep everyone informed of emergencies or disruptions that may affect them. Rave is a strategic partner with our county school districts and our 9-1-1 center in supporting and further developing response solutions.”
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Rave — Your School Safety Partner

- Trusted by more than 1,600 K-12 school districts in the United States
- Informed over 2.5 million students nationwide
- PowerSchool ISV Partner since 2010
- 1.2 billion messages sent per year
- Deployments in every state
- DHS Safety Act certified
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